**WFU REYNOLDA CAMPUS INTERNAL FUNDING**

**WFU Pilot Research Grant**; Application deadline: 2/22/2019  
[https://research.wfu.edu/office-information/funding/pilot-research-grants/](https://research.wfu.edu/office-information/funding/pilot-research-grants/)

**WFU Collaborative Research Grant**; Application deadline: 3/1/2019  
[https://research.wfu.edu/office-information/funding/collaborative-pilot-grants-cpg/](https://research.wfu.edu/office-information/funding/collaborative-pilot-grants-cpg/)

**IN THE SPOTLIGHT:**

**Early Career Research Program**, DOE, deadlines: pre-application, 2/6/19; application, 4/29/19;  

**Alzheimer’s & Related Diseases Research Award Fund (ARDRAF)**, Virginia Center for Aging, VCU, deadlines: LOI, 2/15/19; proposal, 3/15/19;  
[https://vcoa.chp.vcu.edu/programs/dementiaardraf/#d.en.226555](https://vcoa.chp.vcu.edu/programs/dementiaardraf/#d.en.226555)

**ARTS & HUMANITIES:**

**David B. Larson Fellowship in Health and Spirituality**, The John W. Kluge Center at the Library of Congress, deadline: April 17;  

**Yale LGBT Studies Research Fellowship**, Lesbian, Gay,, Bisexual, and Transgender Studies, Yale University, deadline: 4/19/19;  
[https://lgbts.yale.edu/research](https://lgbts.yale.edu/research)

**Prix Arts Electronica (media arts) Competition**, deadline: 3/1/19;  
[https://ars.electronica.art/prix/en/](https://ars.electronica.art/prix/en/)

**SOCIAL SCIENCES:**

**David B. Larson Fellowship in Health and Spirituality**, The John W. Kluge Center at the Library of Congress, deadline: April 17;  
Yale LGBT Studies Research Fellowship, Lesbian, Gay,, Bisexual, and Transgender Studies, Yale University, deadline: 4/19/19; https://lgbts.yale.edu/research.


*Only one institutional application is allowed. If you are interested in applying, please contact wosp@wm.edu – an internal competition may be required.


SCIENCE & RESEARCH/FEDERAL:


Bioengineering Research Partnerships (U01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed), NIH, deadlines: LOI, 30 days prior to application due date; standard deadlines: NEW February 5, June 5, October 5; RENEWAL/RESUBMISSION/REVISION March 5, July 5, November 5; [https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-19-156.htm](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-19-156.htm).


*Only small business concerns may be applicants; however; 30% of the research must be performed by a single partnering research institution.*


*Only small business concerns may be applicants – consultants and contractual arrangements are allowable.*


Algorithms for Threat Detection (ATD), NSF, deadline: 2/19/19; 

Campus Cyberinfrastructure (CC*), NSF, deadline: 2/20/19; 

Frontier Research in Earth Sciences (FRES), NSF, target date: 2/20/19; 

Macrosystems Biology and NEON-enabled Science (MSB-NES), NSF, deadline: 2/25/19; 

NSF Quantum Computing & Information Science Faculty Fellows (QCIS-FF), NSF, deadlines: preliminary proposal, 7/1/19; full proposal window: 9/17/19-9/27/19; 

Dimensions of Biodiversity, NSF, deadline: 2/28/19; 


RFI, A Combat Readiness – Medical Research Program (CRRP) for Fiscal Year (FY) 2019, Congressionally Directed Medical Research Program (CDMRP), deadline 1/31/19; 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ZQMRSMM.

FOUNDATION:

Programmes of Scholarship for Foreigners (for Research, Study and Artistic Endeavor within Greece), Alexander S. Onassis Public Benefit Foundation, deadline: 2/28/19; 

OTHER:

2019 Scientific Research Grants, World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA), deadline: 2/15/19; 

ASPPH/EPA Environmental Health Fellowship Program, Association of Schools & Programs of Public Health/US Environmental Protection Agency, deadline: 2/20/19; 